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Abstract

Let �k�g be the class of k�connected cubic graphs of girth at least g� For several choices of k and

g� we determine a set Ok�g of graph operations� for which� if G and H are graphs in �k�g � G ��� H �

and G contains H topologically� then some operation in Ok�g can be applied to G to result in a

smaller graph G� in �k�g such that� on one hand� G� is contained in G topologically� and on the

other hand� G� contains H topologically�
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� Introduction

Suppose a graph G �contains� another graph H� Then how can G be built up from H in such a
way that certain properties of G and H are preserved during the construction process� Probably the
best�known result to answer this kind of question is the one by Seymour ����	 for general matroids	
and Negami ��
�	 for graphs only	 which explains the construction when the containment relation is
the minor relation and the property to preserve is the ��connectedness� In this paper	 we investigate
results of the same type	 which are known as splitter theorems	 for cubic graphs�

First	 let us clarify the graph containment relation used in this paper� A subdivision of a graph
H is a graph H � obtained from H by replacing each e � E�H� with a path Pe of positive length �Pe
actually is a cycle when e is a loop�� We will call each Pe an edge�path of H �� For any two given graphs
G and H	 if a subgraph of G is isomorphic to a subdivision of H	 then we say that H is contained
topologically in G and we write H � G� We also write H � G if H � G and H �� G� If � is a class of
graphs	 let ��H� be the class of all graphs G in � with H � G� Although we do not need this fact in
our paper	 it is worth mentioning that if H is cubic	 then H � G if and only if H is a minor of G�

Next	 let us make it clear what we mean by building G from H and also maintaining certain
properties� In fact	 we will talk about reducing G to H	 which is clearly equivalent to building G from
H yet it is much more convenient for stating our results� Suppose both G and H belong to a family
� of graphs� Then we say that G can be reduced to H within � by a set O of graph operations if there
is a sequence G�� G�� ���� Gt of graphs in � such that G�  G	 Gt  H	 and each Gi	 where i � 
	 is
obtained from Gi�� by applying a single operation in O� Moreover	 we require that Gi � Gi�� holds
for all i � 
� Clearly	 it follows that H � Gi � G� Under this terminology	 a splitter theorem is a
result that claims the existence of O such that every G � � can be reduced within � by O to any
H � � with H � G�

In the literature	 a splitter theorem also has the following equivalent formulation� There exists a
set O of graph operations for which if both G and H are in a class � of graphs and H � G	 then G
can be reduced within ��H� by O	 i�e�	 an operation in O can be applied to G such that the resulting
graph belongs to ��H�� It is clear that this formulation is implied by the �rst	 while the �rst can also
be proved by repeatedly using the second �as long as every operation in O always results in a smaller
graph�� In this paper	 all splitter theorems will be stated using the �rst formulation but be proved
using the second�

The graph properties that we try to maintain are connectivity and girth� Let �k�g be the family
of k�connected cubic graphs of girth at least g� Since only cubic graphs are considered	 it is natural
for us to assume that k � f
� �� �� �g� It is also natural to assume g � 
 since every cycle has at least
one edge� In addition	 since the girth of a k�connected cubic graph is at least k	 that is	 �k�g  �k�k	
for all g � k	 we also make the assumption that g � k�

In this paper	 we follow the notation and terminology of West ����� In particular	 for any graph
G	 the degree of a vertex v	 denoted by dG�v�	 is the number of non�loop edges incident with v plus
twice the number of loops incident with v� The minimum degree of G is denoted by ��G�� The length
of a path P 	 which is denoted by jP j	 is the number of edges of P � If an edge is contained in a ��cycle	
then it is called a multiple edge� If x is an edge or a set of edges	 then the deletion and contraction of
x in G is denoted by Gnx and G�x	 respectively� If x is a vertex or a set of vertices	 then the deletion
of x from G is denoted by G� x�

In the next three sections	 we will prove splitter theorems for �k�g	 for g  �� �	 g  �	 and g  �	
respectively� In addition	 we will also determine the ��minimal graphs in each �k�g� Consequently	
we have results on how to generate all graphs in each �k�g from its minimal graphs according to the
corresponding splitter theorem� In the last section	 we discuss related results concerning cyclically
k�connected cubic graphs�
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� On non�simple graphs

In this section	 we consider the cases when g  �� �� It is easy to see that there are �ve classes	 ����	
����	 ����	 ����	 and ����� Most proofs in this section are straightforward� We include them for the
purpose of completeness	 and also for the preparation for the next two sections�

Let us �rst introduce the smallest cubic graphs	 the only two on two vertices� It is easy to see that
one of such graphs consists of three multiple edges	 and the other consists of a non�loop edge and two
non�incident loops� We denote these two graphs by �K� and KL

� 	 respectively� We also introduce a
graph operation R as follows� Let G be a cubic graph on more than two vertices� Let e  xy be a
non�loop edge of G and let Fe be the set of edges between fx� yg and V �G��fx� yg� Since G is cubic	
it is clear that jFej equals 
	 �	 or �� Then the result of applying R to e is the cubic graph obtained
from G�fx� yg by adding jFej�� edges	 where	 if jFej � �	 the addition is unique and	 if jFej  �	 the
only allowed addition is illustrated in Figure ���� In this paper	 the resulting graph will be denoted
by �Gne��� It should be mentioned	 and it can be easily veri�ed that �Gne��� G� When G is a simple
graph	 operation R is called edge reduction in ���� We also point out that all other operations de�ned
in this paper can be considered as di�erent combinations of operation R�
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Figure ���� Operations R�

In the following we present main results in this section� The proofs will be given a little later� We
start with our �rst splitter theorem�

Theorem ��� If G and H are cubic and H � G� then G can be reduced to H within ���� by R�

A di�erent way to think of this result is that a cubic graph H is topologically contained in another
cubic graph G if and only if G can be reduced to H by R� This is an observation that we will use
several times�

Since every cubic graph has a non�loop edge	 operation R can be applied to any cubic graph with
more than two vertices� Therefore	 the following is obvious�

Corollary ��� Every cubic graph can be reduced within ���� by R to either �K� or KL
� �

The situation for ���� is similar�

Theorem ��� If G and H are loopless cubic graphs and H � G� then G can be reduced to H within

���� by R�

The following corollary of Theorem ��� is an analog of Corollary ��� for loopless graphs�

Corollary ��� Every loopless cubic graph can be reduced to �K� within ���� by R�

Next	 we consider connected cubic graphs�
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Theorem ��� If G and H are connected cubic graphs and H � G� then G can be reduced to H within

���� by R�

By combining Corollary ��� and Theorem ��� we conclude the following immediately�

Corollary ��� Every connected cubic graph can be reduced within ���� by R to �K� or KL
� �

For our next splitter theorem	 we need a new graph operation	 which is denoted by O���K�� and
is illustrated in Figure ��� below�
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Figure ���� Operation O���K���

Theorem ��� If G and H are connected loopless cubic graphs and H � G� then G can be reduced to

H within ���� by R and O���K���

Like before	 we deduce the following corollary immediately from Corollary ��� and Theorem ����

Corollary ��� Every connected loopless cubic graph can be reduced to �K� within ���� by R and

O���K��

Finally	 we present our last splitter theorem in this section�

Theorem ��� If G and H are ��connected cubic graphs and H � G� then G can be reduced to H
within ���� by R�

Since ��connected cubic graphs are loopless	 the next corollary follows obviously from Corollary
��� and Theorem ����

Corollary ��� Every ��connected cubic graph can be reduced to �K� within ���� by R�

In the rest of this section	 we prove results listed above� We �rst make an observation on R	 which
we will use frequently� We omit its proof since the proof is straightforward�

Lemma ��� Let e be a non�loop edge of a cubic graph G� If H � Gne� then H � �Gne���

Proof of Theorem ���� Let H � be a proper subgraph of G such that it is a subdivision of H� It
follows that either G has a vertex x not in H � or H � has a vertex x of degree two� In both cases	 it is
easy to see that x is incident with a non�loop edge e of E�G��E�H ��� By Lemma ���	 it follows that
G can be reduced within �����H� by R and thus the theorem is proved�

To prove Theorem ���	 we need two lemmas� The proof of the �rst is again straightforward and
thus is omitted�
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Lemma ��� Let a subdivision H � of a cubic graph H be a subgraph of a cubic graph G� If the girth of

H is at least g� then every cycle of H � must contain at lest g degree�three vertices of H �� In particular�

if e  xy � E�G� � E�H �� and x is contained in a g�cycle C of Gne� then C must have an edge in

E�G��E�H ���

Lemma ��� Let a subdivision H � of H � ���� be a subgraph of G � ����� Suppose an edge e in

F  E�G��E�H �� is incident with a multiple edge� Then either F has a multiple edge that is not in

a ��cycle� or F has �ve distinct edges xy� xy� xz� yz� zv such that no multiple edge is incident with v�

Proof� We �rst claim that F has a multiple edge� This is clear if e is a multiple edge� If e is not
a multiple edge	 then the claim follows obviously from Lemma ���� Let xy � F be a multiple edge�
We may assume that xy is contained in a triangle	 say xyz	 because otherwise we are done� From the
fact ��H �� � � and Lemma ��� we deduce that all the four edges xy� xy� yz� xz are in F � Let zv be
the only other edge incident with z� Then zv is also in F 	 as dH��z� � �� If v is not incident with any
multiple edge	 then we are done� If v is incident with a multiple edge	 then	 by Lemma ��� again	 v is
incident with a multiple edge	 say f 	 in F � Since zv is a cut�edge	 f is not contained in any triangle
and thus the lemma is proved�

Proof of Theorem ���� Let a subdivision H � of H be a proper subgraph of G and let F 
E�G��E�H ��� By Lemma ���	 we need only �nd an edge f � F such that �Gnf��is loopless� If F has
an edge f that is not incident with any multiple edge	 then it is easy to see that �Gnf��is loopless� By
Lemma ���	 we may assume that F has a multiple edge f 	 which is not contained in any ��cycle� But
in this case	 it is again easy to see that �Gnf��is loopless	 and thus the theorem is proved�

Proof of Corollary ���� By Theorem ���	 we only need to show that �K� � G	 for all G � �����
Let us apply R to G repeatedly	 whenever it is possible	 and as long as no loops are created� Then
the resulting graph G� must have a ��cycle C� In addition	 if e � E�C�	 then either G�  �K� or e is
contained in a ��cycle D� In the second case	 it is clear that the union of C and D is a subdivision of
�K�� Therefore	 in both cases	 �K� � G� � G	 as required�

To prove Theorem ���	 we need the following lemma	 which we will also use in latter sections�

Lemma ��� Let G be a connected graph with ��G� � �� If G has a connected proper subgraph A� then
Gne is connected for some e � E�G��E�A��

Proof� If A is a spanning subgraph	 then every edge in E�G� � E�A� has the required property�
If A is not a spanning subgraph	 then a spanning tree of A can be extended into a spanning tree	
say T 	 of G� Obviously	 T has a pendant vertex v not in A� Since ��G� � �	 there exists an edge
e � E�G��E�T � that is incident with v� Now it is easy to see that e has the required property�

Proof of Theorem ���� As before	 let a subdivision H � of H be a proper subgraph of G� By
Lemma ���	 Gne is connected for some e � E�G��E�H ��� If e is not a loop	 then	 by Lemma ���	 we
have �Gne��� �����H� and thus we are done� If e is a loop	 then the unique edge f that is incident
with e cannot be contained in E�H ��	 as ��H �� � �� Clearly	 �Gnf�� is connected� In addition	 by
Lemma ��� again	 we deduce that �Gnf��� �����H� and thus we are done�

Proof of Theorem ���� Let a subdivision H � of H be a proper subgraph of G and let F 
E�G��E�H ��� By Lemma ���	 Gne is connected for some e � F � Without loss of generality	 we may
assume that e is incident with a multiple edge	 because otherwise	 by Lemma ���	 �Gne��� �����H�
and thus we would be done� As a consequence of this assumption	 at least one of the two conclusions
of Lemma ��� holds� Now it is clear that G can be reduced within �����H� by R	 in the �rst case	
and	 by O���K��	 in the second case�
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To prove Theorem ��� we need two lemmas� The �rst is the case k  � of Theorem ��� in ���	 and
it can also be proved directly without too much di�culty�

Lemma ��� If C is a cycle of a ��connected cubic graph� then Gne is ��connected for some e � E�C��

The next is an analog of Lemma ��� for ��connected cubic graphs�

Lemma ��� If a ��connected cubic graph G has a ��connected proper subgraph A� then Gne is ��
connected for some e � E�G��E�A��

Proof� Let e � E�G��E�A� and let us assume that Gne is not ��connected� Then Gne has a cut
edge f 	 as G is cubic� Since A is ��connected	 f cannot be in A� It follows that A is a subgraph of a
component	 say G�	 of Gnenf � Let G�� be the other component of Gnenf � Observe that e and f are
not incident	 as G is cubic and ��connected� Thus ��G��� � � and so	 G�� has a cycle� Now the result
follows obviously from Lemma ����

Proof of Theorem ���� Let a subdivision H � of H be a proper subgraph of G� Since H is
��connected	 H � must also be ��connected� By Lemma ���	 E�G� � E�H �� has an edge e such that
Gne is ��connected� In this case	 it is straightforward to verify that Gne is a subdivision of �Gne���
Consequently	 �Gne��is also ��connected� Now the theorem follows obviously from Lemma ����

� On simple graphs

We begin with the de�nitions of two new operations� If K is a graph	 then we denote by O��K� the
operation that deletes from a graph a component isomorphic to K� Our second operation	 O��K��	 is
illustrated in Figure ��� below�
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Figure ���� Operation O��K���

Theorem ��� If G and H are cubic simple graphs and H � G� then G can be reduced to H within

���� by R� O��K�� and O��K���

Our next splitter theorem needs another operation	 O��K��	 which is illustrated in Figure ����
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Figure ���� Operation O��K���
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Theorem ��� If G and H are connected cubic simple graphs and H � G� then G can be reduced to

H within ���� by R� O��K�� and O��K���

Then the splitter theorem for ��connected cubic simple graphs�

Theorem ��� If G and H are ��connected cubic simple graphs and H � G� then G can be reduced to

H within ���� by R and O��K���

The splitter theorem for ���� was proved implicitly in ���� Here	 we state the result without proving
it�

Theorem ��� If G and H are ��connected cubic graphs and H � G� then G can be reduced to H
within ���� by R�

A well�known result of Dirac ��� says that every simple graph G with ��G� � � must contain

K� topologically� By combining this result with the theorems listed above we deduce the following
immediately� For i  �� �� �� �	 let Oi���� be the set of operations used in Theorem ��i�

Corollary ��� For k  
� �� �� �� every k�connected cubic simple graph can be reduced to K� within

�k�� by operations in Ok���

We remark that	 Corollary ��� was partially proved by Wormald ���� for k  � and �	 by Tutte
���� for k  �	 and by Steinitz and Rademacher	 in ���� and ���	 for planar graphs with k  �� It is
also worth mentioning that Johnson ��� gave another construction of ����	 which also starts with K�	
but uses a di�erent operation	 called H�reduction �see ������

In the rest of this section	 we prove theorems listed above� Since there are a lot of overlaps in the
proofs	 we prove all three theorems together� We proceed by proving a sequence of lemmas�

Lemma ��� Let G be a k�connected graph and let X � E�G�� Suppose G�X is cubic and simple�

Then G�X is k�connected�

Proof� Clearly	 G is k�edge�connected� It follows that G�X is also k�edge�connected	 since
contracting edges does not decrease edge�connectivity� However	 it is well known that for cubic simple
graphs	 being k�edge�connected is the same as being k�connected �see Exercise ������ in ����	 for
example�� Thus G�X is k�connected�

We also need the following well�known result	 which can be found in �����

Lemma ��� If e is an edge of a ��connected graph G� then either Gne or G�e is ��connected�

In the next few lemmas	 let G and H be graphs in �k��� Let a proper subgraph H � of G be
isomorphic to a subdivision of H� Let F  E�G��E�H ��� We will make a few observations on when
G can be reduced within �k���H�� A tripod T is a subgraph of G with distinct vertices t�� t�	 ���	 t�
and edges t�t�	 t�t�	 t�t�	 t�t�	 t�t�	 t�t��

Lemma ��� If T has an edge in F � then �Gne��� �k���H� for some e � F �

Proof� By Lemma ���	 we may assume that the ��cycle C of T has an edge e in F � Clearly	 �Gne��
is simple� Therefore	 by Lemma ���	 �Gne��� �����H�� Notice that �Gne�� is actually isomorphic to
G�E�C�	 thus the result follows from Lemma ����

A necklace N is a subgraph of G with vertices n�� n�	 ���	 n� and distinct edges n�n�	 n�n�	 n�n�	
n�n�	 n�n�	 n�n�	 n�n�� Vertices n� and n�	 which could be identical	 are the ends of N �
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Lemma ��� Suppose an edge f of F is not contained in K� or any necklace� If Gnf is k�connected�
then �Gne��� �k���H� for some e � F �

Proof� If �Gnf�� is simple	 then	 since this graph can be considered as obtained from Gnf by
contracting edges	 it follows from Lemma ��� and Lemma ��� that f can be chosen as e� Therefore	
we may assume that �Gnf��is not simple� Next	 let us verify that an end of f is contained in a ��cycle
C of Gnf � Since G is simple	 �Gnf��has no loops and so	 must have ��cycles� Since f is not in K� or
any necklace	 the two new edges of �Gnf��do not form a ��cycle� It follows that each ��cycle of �Gnf��
consists of an old edge and a new edge� Clearly	 such a ��cycle corresponds to a ��cycle C as claimed
above� Now it is easy to see that the six edges incident with the three vertices of C form a tripod and
thus the result follows from Lemma ����

A necklace N is short if its two ends are identical� it is closed if its two ends are adjacent� and it is
open if its two ends are not adjacent� Next we consider these three situations under the assumption
that E�N� 	 F � 
� First	 we have a simple observation	 which follows directly from the fact that H
is simple�

Lemma ��� E�N� 	E�H �� is a �possibly empty� subpath of an edge�path Pe of H
��

Lemma ��� Suppose N is short� If e is the only edge between V �N� and V �G� � V �N�� then

E�N� � feg � F � In addition� �Gne�� is simple� unless e is contained in tripod or an open necklace�

Proof� Since H is simple	 it follows from Lemma ��� that E�N� 	 E�H ��  
	 and thus	 e � F �
Let x be the end of e that is not in N � If x is not in a ��cycle	 then �Gne��is simple� If x is in a ��cycle	
then this ��cycle can be extended into a tripod or an open necklace that contains e�

Lemma ��� Suppose N is closed� If e is the edge between the ends of N � then �Gne��� �k���H��

Proof� Let P be a path of N between its two ends� Since H is simple	 it follows from Lemma
��� that	 if e � E�H ��	 then E�N� 	 E�H ��  
� Therefore	 by replacing e with P 	 if necessary	 we
may assume that e � F � Clearly	 �Gne��is simple	 and thus	 by Lemma ���	 we have �Gne��� �����H��
Now	 by Lemma ���	 it remains to show that Gne is k�connected� This is trivial if k  
� It is also
obvious if k  �	 since adding e to P is a cycle containing e� If k  �	 we deduce from Lemma ���
that Gne is ��connected	 as G�e is not ��connected� Finally	 notice that the two ends of N form a cut
of G	 which means that G is not ��connected	 so the proof of the lemma is complete�

Lemma ��� If N is open� then applying O��K�� to N results in a graph in �k���H��

Proof� Let G� be the resulting graph� From Lemma ��� and the de�nition of O��K��	 it is
straightforward to verify that G� � �k��� Then we deduce from Lemma ��� that H � G�	 and thus the
lemma is proved�

Proof of Theorem ���	���� As before	 let a proper subgraph H � of G be a subdivision of H and
let F  E�G��E�H ��� By Lemma ��� and Lemma ���	 F has an edge f such that Gnf is k�connected�
Then	 by Lemma ���	 we may assume that f is contained in a K� or a necklace� If f is contained in
a subgraph A � K�	 we deduce from ��H �� � � and Lemma ��� that E�A� � F � Since E�H �� � 
	 we
must have k  
	 and thus applying O��K�� to A results a graph in �k���H��

Next	 we consider that case when f is contained in a necklace N � By Lemma ��� and Lemma ���	
we may assume that N is short	 which implies that k � �� In addition	 by Lemma ��� and Lemma ���	
we may also assume that no edge of F is contained in a tripod or an open necklace� Consequently	
by Lemma ���	 E�N� � feg � F and �Gne�� is simple	 where e is the only edge between V �N� and
V �G�� V �N�� Now it is clear that G is reduced within �k���H� by applying R to e	 if k  
	 and by
applying O��K�� to N 	 if k  ��
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� On graphs of girth at least �

Like before	 we state our main results in the �rst half and prove them in the second half� We will see
that	 for each �k��	 the only two ��minimal graphs are K��� and the Cube	 which will be denoted by
Q in this paper� We �rst de�ne in �gures ������� four operations�
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In our �rst splitter theorem	 we allow H to be a null graph	 a graph with neither vertices nor edges�

Theorem ��� If G and H are cubic graphs of girth at least four and H � G� where H could be the

null graph� then G can be reduced to H within ���� by R and Oi�K�� for K  K���� Q� and i  
� �� ��

For connected graphs	 we need two more operations	 which are illustrated in �gures ��� � ����
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Figure ���� Operation O��K����� Figure ���� Operation O��Q��

Theorem ��� If G and H are connected cubic graphs of girth at least four and H � G� then G can

be reduced to H within ���� by R and Oi�K�� for K  K���� Q� and i  �� �� ��

The situations for �� and ��connected graphs are similar�

Theorem ��� If G and H are ��connected cubic graphs of girth at least four and H � G� then G can

be reduced to H within ���� by R and Oi�K�� for K  K���� Q� and i  �� ��

Theorem ��� If G and H are ��connected cubic graphs of girth at least four and H � G� then G can

be reduced to H within ���� by R� O��K����� and O��Q��
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It is not di�cult to check	 as remarked before	 that applying R or any Oi�K� results a graph
that is topologically contained in the original graph� Therefore	 by taking H to be the null graph	
we deduce from Theorem ��� that every cubic graph of girth at least four must topologically contain

either K��� or Q� This observation and the last four theorems clearly imply the following corollary�
For i  �� �� �� �	 let Oi�� be the set of operations used in Theorem ��i�

Corollary ��� Every graph in �k�� can be reduced within �k�� to K��� or Q by operations in Ok�

In the remainder of this section	 we prove the four theorems listed above� Like in the last section	
we prove all four theorems together� We proceed by proving a sequence of lemmas� Our �rst lemma
is a well�known result	 which is a special case of ������ in �����

Lemma ��� If G � K� is a ��connected cubic graph� then� for each e � E�G�� at least one of G�e
and �Gne�� is ��connected

As before	 let G and H be graphs in �k�� with H � G� Let a subgraph H � of G be isomorphic to a
subdivision of H� Let F  E�G��E�H ��� Without loss of generality	 we assume that G is irreducible	
that is	 G has no edge e with �Gne��� �k���H��

Lemma ��� If the girth of �Gne�� is less than four� for some e  xy � E�G�� then at least one of x
and y is contained in a ��cycle of Gne�

Proof� Suppose the other two neighbors of x are x�	 x�	 and the other two neighbors of y are y�	
y�� Since the girth of G is at least four	 vertices x� y� x�� x�� y�� y� are all distinct and x�x�	 y�y� are
not edges of G� Consequently	 the girth of �Gne�� is at least three	 which means	 by our assumption	
that the girth of �Gne�� is exactly three� Let C be a ��cycle of �Gne��� Then	 at least �exactly� one of
the two new edges x�x� and y�y�	 say x�x�	 is contained in C� Let x� be the other vertex of C� It is
clear now that xx�x�x�x is a ��cycle of Gne that contains x�

Lemma ��� Let Z � E�G� and let J be a component of GnZ with jV �J�j � �� Suppose E�J�	F � 

and at least one end of each e � E�J� is on a ��cycle of Jne� If jZj � �� then no degree�three vertex

of H � is in J � If jZj  �� then at most one degree�three vertex of H � is in J �

Proof� Let S be the set of degree�three vertices of H � and let SJ  V �J� 	 S� We �rst show that
jV �J��SJ j � �� Let e  xy be an edge in E�J�	F � Clearly	 fx� yg � V �J��SJ 	 as e � F � From our
assumption	 at least one of x and y	 say x	 is on a ��cycle C of Jne� By Lemma ���	 C is not a subgraph
of H �� Let xu� uv� vw	 and wx be the four edges of C� By symmetry	 we may assume that either xu
or uv is in F � The �rst case implies wx � F 	 as dH��x� � �	 and thus fy� x� u� wg � V �J�� SJ 	 while
the second case implies fy� x� u� vg � V �J�� SJ � Since G has girth at least four	 y �� fu� v� wg	 and it
follows that jV �J�� SJ j � � in both cases�

From jV �J�j � � we deduce that jSJ j � �� If jSJ j  �	 since H is cubic and has girth at least
four	 H � must have at least four edge�disjoint paths between SJ and S � SJ 	 which implies jZj � ��
Similarly	 jSJ j  � implies jZj � �	 jSJ j  � implies jZj � �	 and jSJ j  � implies jZj � �� Then the
result follows clearly�

When an operation Oi�K� is applied to G	 we often need to specify the subgraph J of G to which
the operation is applied� If i  
	 it is clear that J is the component �which is isomorphic to K� to
be deleted� For i  �� �� � and K  K���� Q	 notice that	 when Oi�K� is applied	 G has an edge�cut Z
with jZj  i such that GnZ has a component on jV �K�j � i � � vertices �see �gures ��� � ����� This
component will be the subgraph referred as J � It is easy to see that� if i  �	 then J is obtained from
K by subdividing an edge� if i  �	 then J is obtained from K by deleting an edge� if i  �	 then J is
obtained from K by deleting a vertex�

�



Lemma ��� Let G� be the result of applying Oi�K� to a subgraph J of G� Suppose G� is simple and

J has an edge in F � Then G� is a k�connected cubic graph with H � G��

Proof� It is easy to see from the de�nitions of the operations �see �gures ��� � ���� that G� is cubic�
Then it follows from Lemma ��� that G� is k�connected� Finally	 by Lemma ���	 it is straightforward
to verify that H � G��

Lemma ��� Suppose an induced subgraph J of G is isomorphic to K���ne or Qne� Let x and y be the

two degree�two vertices of J and let xx� and yy� be the unique edges of GnE�J� that are incident with

x and y� respectively� If E�J� 	 F � 
� then x� and y� are not adjacent�

Proof� Suppose	 on the contrary	 that f  x�y� is an edge of G� We deduce a contradiction by
showing that �Gnf��� �k���H�� First	 by Lemma ���	 the girth of �Gnf�� is at least four	 since Gnf
does not have a ��cycle that contains either x� or y�� Next	 we claim that �Gnf��is k�connected� The
claim is trivial if k  
� It is also obvious if k  �	 since f is clearly contained in a cycle of G	 which
guarantees that f is not a cut�edge� If k  �	 we deduce the claim from Lemma ���	 as G�e is not
��connected� Furthermore	 notice that fx� yg is a cut of G	 which means k � �	 so the claim is proved�
Finally	 we verify that H � �Gnf��� This is clear if f � F � If f � E�H ��	 we claim that E�J �� � F 	
where J � is the subgraph of G induced by E�J� � fxx�� yy�g� Suppose otherwise� Since	 by Lemma
���	 J does not contain degree�three vertices of H �	 it follows that edges in E�J ��	E�H �� form a path
between x� and y�� Consequently	 this path and f form a cycle of H �� Notice that this cycle has at
most two vertices	 namely	 x� and y�	 that are of degree three in H �� This is a contradiction	 by Lemma
���	 and so our second claim is proved� Let P be a path of J � between x� and y�� Now it is easy to see
that	 in H �	 replacing f with P results another subdivision of H and thus we have H � Gnf 	 which
clearly implies H � �Gnf���

Lemma ��� Suppose a subgraph J of G is isomorphic to K��� � v or Q � v� Let x�� x�� x� be the

three degree�two vertices of J and let y�� y�� y� be three distinct vertices of V �G� � V �J� such that

xiyi � E�G�� for i  �� �� �� If E�J� 	 F � 
� then yiyj �� E�G�� for all i � j�

Proof� Suppose otherwise� By symmetry	 let us assume that e  y�y� � E�G�� We deduce a
contradiction by showing that �Gne��� �k���H�� First	 by Lemma ���	 the girth of �Gne�� is at least
four	 since Gne does not have a ��cycle that contains either y� or y�� Next	 we claim that �Gne�� is
k�connected� The claim is trivial if k  
� It is also obvious if k  �	 since e is contained in a cycle
of G� If k  �	 notice that G�e is not ��connected	 as the new vertex and x� form a cut of size two�
Thus we deduce from Lemma ��� that �Gne��is ��cnnected� If k  �	 we need to observe that the path
P  x�y�y�x� can be extended in G into two cycles	 say C� and C�	 such that edges in P are the only
common edges of these two cycles� Therefore	 if �Gne��is not ��connected	 it must have a cut�edge	 as
it is cubic� It follows that Gne has a cut�edge	 say f � This implies that fe� fg is an edge�cut of G	 and
so	 every cycle that contains e must also contain f � From our choice of C� and C� we deduce that f
must be an edge in P 	 and thus f and e are incident� Consequently	 since e and f form an edge�cut	
their common end is a cut vertex	 which is impossible in a ��connected graph� This contradiction
completes the proof of our claim�

It remains to verify that H � �Gne��� Clearly	 we only need to prove that Gne has a subgraph
H �� that is isomorphic to a subdivision of H� Let S be the set of degree�three vertices of H � and let
J� be the subgraph of G induced by V �J� � fy�� y�g� By considering the edge�cut fx�y�� x�y�� x�y�g	
we deduce from Lemma ��� that jV �J� 	 Sj � �	 which implies that S�  S 	 V �J�� has at most
three members� Since H � is a subdivision of a graph of girth at least four	 it is easy to see that	 when
jS�j  � or �	 H � has at least jS�j � � edge�disjoint paths between S� and S � S�� Notice that J�
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is separated from the rest of the graph by three edges� Thus we conclude that jS�j � �� Now it is
straightforward to verify that by changing E�H �� 	E�J�� we can get H ��	 as required�

Lemma ��� Let e  xy and f  xz be two edges of G and let C  xzuvx be a ��cycle of G that

contains f but not e� If e � F � then H � Gnfe� fg�

Proof� The result is clear if f � F 	 so we assume that f � E�H ��� From e � F we deduce that
xv � E�H ��	 as dH��x� � �� We also deduce from Lemma ��� that F �  F 	 fzu� uvg is not empty�
Let H �� be obtained from H � by deleting x and adding edges in F �� Clearly	 H �� contains neither e nor
f � We claim that H �� is isomorphic to a subdivision of H	 which proves the lemma� If jF �j  �	 then
dH��u� � � and thus u is not in H �� It follows that H �� is the result of replacing the path vxz of H �

by another path vuz	 so the claim holds� Consequently	 we may assume that jF �j  �� By symmetry	
we may assume F �  fuvg	 that is	 uv � F and zu � E�H ��� Let h be the edge of G between z and
V �G� � V �C�� If h � F 	 then H �� is the result of replacing the path vxzu of H � by an edge vu	 so
the claim also holds� If h � E�H ��	 then dH��z�  � and dH��x�  dH��u�  dH��v�  �� Let P be
the edge�path of H � that contains x� Then H �� is the result of �shifting� one end of P from z to u�
Clearly	 H �� is also a subdivision of H and thus the claim holds again�

Lemma ��� If e � F is contained in a ��cycle of G� then �Gne�� is k�connected�

Proof� The result is trivial when k  
� For k  �	 since e is in a cycle	 it follows that Gne	
and thus �Gne��	 is connected� Next	 let e  v�v� be contained in a ��cycle C  v�v�v�v�v� of G� For
k  �� �	 we prove that	 if �Gne�� is not k�connected	 then �Gnf��� �k���H�	 for some f of C	 which
would contradict the assumption that G is irreducible�

We �rst consider the case when k  �� Suppose �Gne�� is not ��connected� Since �Gne�� is cubic
and connected	 it must have a cut�edge� Consequently	 as a subdivision of �Gne��	 Gne has a cut�edge
h� Since fe� hg is an edge�cut of G	 h must be contained in every cycle that contains e	 including C�
However	 h is not incident with e	 because otherwise	 their common end would be a cut vertex of G�
It follows that h  v�v��

Since H is ��connected	 H � is also ��connected� Since e is not in H �	 it is clear that h is not in H �

either� Therefore	 Gnfe� hg has a component	 say A	 that is vertex�disjoint from H �� Without loss of
generality	 let us assume that f  v�v� � E�A�� Notice that G�f is not ��connected	 we thus conclude
from Lemma ��� that Gnf is ��connected� Consequently	 �Gnf�� is ��connected� Furthermore	 as
f � E�A� � F 	 we haveH � �Gnf��� Finally	 since fe� hg is an edge�cut ofG	 no ��cycles ofGnf contain
either end of f � It follows that the girth of �Gnf�� is at least four	 which implies �Gnf��� �����H�	 a
contradiction�

The proof for the case k  � is similar� An edge�cut is trivial if it separates only one vertex from
the rest of the graph� Suppose �Gne�� is not ��connected� Then	 as the graph is cubic	 �Gne��has an
edge�cut of size at most two� Consequently	 Gne has a nontrivial edge�cut of size at most two	 which
in turn implies that	 as G is ��connected	 G has a nontrivial edge�cut Z such that e � Z and jZj  ��
Since G is cubic	 it is easy to see that edges in Z are pairwise non�incident� Therefore	 h  v�v� must
be an edge in Z	 as jE�C� 	 Zj � ��

Let A and B be the two components of GnZ such that B has at least one degree�three vertex of
H �� Since e � F and H is ��connected	 A cannot have any degree�three vertex of H �� Let f be the
unique common edge of C and A� Without loss of generality	 let f  v�v�� Then	 let vu be the third
edge of Z with v � V �A� and let h be the only edge of Anf that is incident with v�� We prove that
�Gnf��� �����H�	 which gives us the desired contradiction�

Observe that G�f is not ��connected	 as v and the new vertex form a vertex cut of size two� Thus	
by Lemma ���	 �Gnf��is ��connected� To prove �Gnf��has girth at least four	 by Lemma ���	 we only

��



need to check that no ��cycles of Gnf contain either v� or v�� But this is clear since Z is an edge�cut
and all its edges are pairwise non�incident� Finally	 we verify that H � �Gnf��� This is obvious if
f � F � If f � E�H ��	 since e � F and all degree�three vertices of H � are in B	 we deduce that
H �nE�B� is a path between v� and u� Notice that both f and v�v� are in this path	 therefore	 h is not
and thus h � F � Now we conclude from Lemma ��� that H � �Gnf��and that completes the proof of
the Lemma�

Lemma ��
 If a ��cycle C of G contains an edge e in F � then either some Oi�K� �i  
� �� � and

K  K���� Q� can be applied to G to result a graph in �k���H� or C is contained in a subgraph

isomorphic to some Uj illustrated in Figure ��	�
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Figure ���� Subgraphs U�	 U�	 U�	 and U��

Proof� We �rst show that C is contained in an induced subgraph J of G such that J is isomorphic
to either K����v or Q�v� By Lemma ��� and Lemma ���	 �Gne��� �k���H�� Since G is irreducible	 by
Lemma ���	 at least one end of e is contained in a ��cycle C � ofGne� Notice that � � jV �C��V �C ��j � ��
If V �C� � V �C �� has �ve vertices	 then the subgraph it induces is isomorphic to K���	 and that gives
us the subgraph J we are looking for� If jV �C��V �C ��j  �	 then L  �V �C�� V �C ��� E�C��E�C ���
consists of a ��cycle and a chord f 	 which is the only common edge of C and C �� Clearly	 e is one
of the edges that are incident with f � By Lemma ���	 we can assume that f is also in F � Then	 by
Lemma ���	 we deduce that �Gnf��� �k���H�� Since G is irreducible	 at least one end of f is contained
in a ��cycle C �� of Gnf � Suppose C � was chosen with V �C� � V �C �� minimal� Then L has to be an
induced subgraph of G� Consequently	 the subgraph induced by V �L��V �C ��� is isomorphic to Q�v	
which is the subgraph J we are looking for�

Let K  K��� if jV �J�j  � and let K  Q if jV �J�j  �� If applying O��K� to J results a graph
in �k���H�	 then we are done� Else	 by Lemma ���	 the shortest path P of GnE�J� that is between
two distinct vertices of J must have length either two or three� From Lemma ��� we deduce that
jP j  �� Let J �  J �P and let A be the component of G that contains J �� If V �A�  V �J ��	 then A is
isomorphic to K and k  
� It follows that applying O��K� to A results a graph in �k���H� and thus
we are done� Next	 we consider the case when jV �A�j � jV �J ��j� In this case	 O��K� can be applied
to J �� If the result is not in �k���H�	 then	 by Lemma ��� again	 GnE�J �� has a path P � between
two distinct vertices of J � such that � � jP �j � �� We deduce from Lemma ��� that jP �j � �	 and so
jP �j  � or �� If jP �j  �	 J � �P � is isomorphic to U� or U�� if jP

�j  �	 J � �P � � fe�g is isomorphic to
U� or U�	 where e� is the edge not in P

� but is incident with the middle vertex of P ��

Lemma ���� Suppose no Oi�K� �i  
� �� � and K  K���� Q� can be applied to G to result a graph

in �k���H�� If a subgraph U of G is isomorphic to U� or U�� then all its ��cycles are contained in H ��

Proof� Suppose	 on the contrary	 that some ��cycle of U contains an edge in F � We prove that
�Gnei��� �k���H�	 for some i � f�� �g	 where e� and e� are the two edges of U that are indicated in

��



Figure ���� This would be a contradiction	 as G is irreducible� Let J be the union of all the ��cycles of
U � Then J has an edge in F and J is isomorphic to either K���ne or Qne� Let the two edges between
V �J� and V �G�� V �J� be f� and f�	 where fi �i  �� �� is the one incident with ei� For i  �� �	 let
the common vertex of fi and ei be xi� Let J

� be obtained from J by adding vertices x�� x� and edges
f�� f�� Let the common vertex of e� and e� be x�

We �rst prove that	 for some i � f�� �g	 Gnei contains a subdivision H �� of H such that E�J� ��
E�H ���� This is clear if at least one ei is in F 	 so we assume that both e� and e� are in E�H ��� By
Lemma ���	 J has at has no degree�three vertices of H �	 which means that either E�H �� 	E�J��  

or edges in E�H �� 	 E�J�� form a nonempty path between x� and x�� However	 in the second case	
the path and e�� e� would make a cycle of H �	 which contains at most three degree�three vertices	
namely	 x�	 x�	 and x	 of H �� By Lemma ���	 this is impossible	 so E�J�� must be a subset of F �
Consequently	 dH��x��  dH��x��  �� Let P be a path of J� between x� and x�� If dH��x�  �	
then replacing the path x�xx� of H

� with P results another subdivision H �� of H	 which avoids e�	 e�
and at least one edge of J � If dH��x�  �	 then H ��  �H �ne�� � P avoids e� and at least one edge of
J � Furthermore	 H �� is another subdivision of H	 as it is the result of �shifting� one end of P �	 the
edge�path of H � that contains x�	 from x to x�� In conclusion	 we can always �nd H �� and thus we
may assume that e� � F 	 which in turn implies that H � �Gne����

Next	 we prove that �Gne���is k�connected� This is trivial when k  
	 and it is also obvious when
k  �	 as e� is contained in a cycle� Since fx�� x�g is a cut of the graph	 G is not ��connected	 and
so we only need to consider the case when k  �� Let A  G � V �J� � fx� x�� x�g� Observe that G
has only three edges between V �A� and V �G�� V �A�� Since G is ��connected	 A must be connected�
It follows that G � V �J� � x� has a cycle C� containing e�� Let C� be a cycle of G � V �A� that
contains e�� Now	 if �Gne��� is not ��connected	 it must have a cut�edge	 as it is cubic� This means
that Gne� has a cub�edge	 say e	 and thus every cycle that contains e� has to contain e� Therefore	 e
should belong to both C�ne� and C�ne�	 which is impossible from our choice of these two cycles� This
contradiction completes the proof that �Gne���is k�connected�

It remains to show that the girth of �Gne���is at least four� Suppose otherwise� Then	 by Lemma
���	 Gne� has a ��cycle C that contains either x� or x� Observe that fi �i  �� �� is not contained
in any ��cycle of G	 so C must contain x	 x�	 and another two vertices in G � V �J� � fx� x�� x�g�
Since e� � F 	 as proved earlier	 we deduce from Lemma ��� that C also has an edge in F � Thus	 by
Lemma ���	 C is contained in a subgraph U � of G such that U � is isomorphic to some Uj de�ned in
Figure ���� Let J � be the subgraph of U � such that J � is isomorphic to K���ne or Qne� Then it is clear
that C is contained in J �� In particular	 x�x is an edge of J �� Since x� is incident with f�	 an edge
does not belong to any ��cycle	 it follows that x� must be a degree�two vertex of J �� This fact and
x�x � E�J �� imply that x�xx� is a path of J �	 which in turns implies that x� is a degree�three vertex
of J �� But this is a contradiction because	 as a degree�three vertex of J �	 each edge incident with it
must be contained in a ��cycle	 while we do know that x� is incident with f�	 an edge that does not
belong to any ��cycle� This contradiction proves that C does not exist	 which completes our proof of
the lemma�

Lemma ���� Suppose no Oi�K� �i  
� �� � and K  K���� Q� can be applied to G to result a

graph in �k���H�� If a subgraph U of G is isomorphic to either U� or U�� and E�U� 	 F � 
� then
�Gne���� �����H�� where e� is the edge indicated in Figure ��	�

Proof� Let J be the subgraph of U that is isomorphic to either K���ne or Qne� By Lemma ���	
we may assume that J has an edge in F � Let e�  xy	 where x is the one adjacent to the degree two
vertices of J � We �rst claim that e� � F � Suppose otherwise� Then one end of the edge�path that
contains e� is in V �J� � fxg	 which means that V �J� � fxg contains at least one degree�three vertex
of H �� By Lemma ���	 J has no degree�three vertices of H �� It follows that dH��v�  
 or �	 for all

��



v � V �J�	 and dH��x�  �� Therefore	 U �y contains a cycle of H �	 but contains only one degree�three
vertex of H �	 contradicting Lemma ���	 and so our claim is proved�

Suppose �Gne��� �� �����H�� By the above claim	 y is contained in ��cycle C� Then	 by Lemma ���	
C has an edge in F � From Lemma ��� we deduce that C is contained in a subgraph U � of G such that
U � is isomorphic to some Uj� Let J

� be the union of all ��cycles of U �� Then y is a vertex of J � and J �

is isomorphic to either K���ne or Qne� From the de�nition of y it is clear that y is a cut vertex of G�
However	 it is straightforward to verify �see Figure ���� that	 as a vertex of J �	 which is a subgraph
U �	 y is not a cut vertex of G� This contradiction completes our proof of the lemma�

Lemma ���� G has an edge f � which is contained in a ��cycle and such that H � Gnf �

Proof� We �rst claim that G has an edge e  xy such that �Gne��� �k���H�� The claim is trivial
when k  
	 as every e � F has the required property� If k � 
	 then the claim follows easily from
Lemma ���	 Lemma ���	 and Theorem ���� Since G is irreducible	 �Gne��must have girth less than
four� Therefore	 by Lemma ���	 either x or y is contained in a ��cycle C of Gne� Now the lemma
follows obviously from Lemma ����

Proof of Theorems ���	���� By Lemma ����	 we may assume that G has a ��cycle C that
contains an edge in F � Then	 by Lemma ��� and Lemma ���
	 we may further assume that C is
contained in a subgraph U of G such that U is isomorphic to either U� or U� de�ned in Figure ����
Since U has an edge cut of G	 we deduce that k is either 
 or �� By Lemma ����	 we know that k can
only be �� Let J be obtained from U by deleting its degree�one vertex� Then J is isomorphic to a
subdivision of K	 where K  K��� or Q� By Lemma ���� again	 we deduce that applying O��K� to J
results a graph in �����H�� The proof is complete�

� Further Remarks

A connected cubic graph is cyclically k�connected if every edge�cut of size less than k can only separate
a tree from the rest of the graph� It is not di�cult to prove �see ���	 for example� that	 for k � �	 being
cyclically k�connected is the same as being k�connected	 unless the graph is �K�	 K�	 or K���	 which
are considered as cyclically ��	 ��	 and ��connected	 respectively� Therefore	 �k�g can be considered
as the class of cyclically k�connected cubic graphs of girth at least g� By modifying the de�nition of
�k�g	 we can consider cases for k � �� Notice that the girth of a cyclically k�connected cubic graph is
at least g	 so we may still assume k � g	 like before�

We have considered in this paper all cases when g � �� For g  �	 the only class not considered in
our paper is ����� The following is the splitter theorem �see ���� for this class�

Theorem ��� If G and H are cyclically ��connected cubic graphs and H � G� then G can be reduced

to H within ���� by R�

For g � �	 as far as we know	 the only class that has been studied is ����� Let �p��� be the class
of planar graphs in ����� Barnette ��� and Butler ��� proved that every graph in �p

��� can be reduced
within �p��� to the Dodecahedron by R and two other operation	 Oa and Ob	 which we do not de�ne
here� Martinov ��� and McCuaig ��� generalized this result by showing that every graph in ���� can
be reduced within ���� by R and Oa to either one of three special graphs or a graph in an in�nite
sequence	 which includes the Petersen graph and the Dodecahedron� Finally	 we point out that the
splitter theorem for ���� is established by Robertson	 Seymour	 and Thomas ����� To be a little more
speci�c	 they proved that	 if G and H are graphs in ���� with H � G	 then	 modulo well�described
exceptions	 G can be reduced to H within ���� by R and Oa� A natural remaining problem is to
establish splitter theorems for each class �k�� with k � ��

��
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